WE WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME YOU TO

“The Second Largest Yarn Fair in The World”

16th INTERNATIONAL İSTANBUL YARN FAIR

February 28 - March 2, 2019

www.istanbulyarnfair.com
International Istanbul Yarn Fair

The Trade and Supply Platform Anticipated by the Whole World

In Istanbul Yarn Fair, you will meet Decision makers from emerging markets who can travel to Istanbul without visa restrictions.
THE TRADE CENTER OF GLOBAL YARN INDUSTRY

308 Exhibitors & Co-exhibitors from 15 Countries
12,498 Professional Visitors from 84 Countries
Hosted Buyers from 18 Countries

Belarus, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Egypt, India, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Macedonia, Malaysia, Moldova, Morocco, Russia, Serbia, Tunisia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan
International Visitors

The number of international visitors increase by 40% in the last 2 editions and reached 2.729

VISITOR PROFILE

- All Types of Fabrics Manufacturers
- Technical Textile Manufacturers
- Knitted Fabric Manufacturers
- Military Textile Manufacturers
- Tricot Manufacturers
- Medical Textile Manufacturers
- Underwear Manufacturers
- Yarn Merchants
- Hosiery Manufacturers
- Denim Manufacturers
- Home Textile Manufacturers
- Label Manufacturers
- Carpet Manufacturers
- Narrow Woven Companies
- Yarn Manufacturers
- Fibre Companies
- Blanket Manufacturers
- Canvas Cloth, Tent Manufacturers
- Importers
- Exporters
Scope of the Fair

- Embroidery Yarns
- Polyester Yarns
- Nylon Yarns
- Silk Yarns
- Hand Knitting Yarns
- Polypropylene Yarns
- Textured Yarns
- Polyamide Yarns
- Fibers
- Linen Yarns
- Bobbin, Spool and Reels

- Cotton Yarns
- Natural Yarns
- Elastane Yarns
- Regenerated Yarns
- Wool Yarns
- Metallic Yarns
- Viscose Yarns
- Technical Yarns
- Acrylic Yarns
- Sewing Yarns
- Fancy Yarns
ABOUT İSTANBUL
Istanbul - as a unique and vibrant city with a special atmosphere and a cultural mix - is the place where lifestyles and trends are born. With its position in the heart of Eurasia (the junction point of Europe, Asia, North Africa and Middle East) Istanbul is the ideal trade platform for the complete region. With a population of 14.5 million, the city is second largest in the Middle East and the fifth largest city in the world by population. Istanbul is the commercial and historical center which connects Europe and Asia. The strategic position along the international transportation networks makes Istanbul the ideal global trade platform as well as the most important city for Turkish economy.

Tüyap Fair Convention and Congress Center brings local and international exhibitors together with professional visitors in Istanbul at the heart of Eurasia

- 120,000 sqm exhibition space in 14 halls and 25,000 sqm outdoor space
- 12 cafeterias and 1 A La Carte Restaurant
- A minimum of 22 multi-purpose meeting rooms with differing capacities from 50-750 sqm
- 5 Star Tüyap Palas Hotel at your service with 630 rooms

FOR VISIT
Buşra Şener
Project Marketing Asst. Mng.
busrasener@tuyap.com.tr
Phone: +90 212 867 11 44

Emel Koyuncugil
Project Marketing Specialist
emelkoyuncugil@tuyap.com.tr
Phone: +90 212 867 11 35

FOR EXHIBIT
Nurdan Özkaya
International Sales Project Asst. Mng.
nurdanozkaya@tuyap.com.tr
Phone: +90 212 867 11 64

TÜYAP TRADE FAIRS ORGANIZATION INC.

HEAD OFFICE / FAIR AREA
Tüyap Fair Convention and Congress Center
Cumhuriyet Mah. Eski Hadımköy Yolu Cad. 9/5, 34500 Büyükçekmece - İSTANBUL

OVERSEAS OFFICES OF TUYAP

MOSCOW: 117449 Russia Moscow, ul.Karyer 2A, str.1, off.10
Phone : +7 495 775 3145 Fax : +7 495 775 3147 tuyapmoscow@tuyap.com.tr

SOFIA: 1463 Buzludja No 40-42 Sofia - BULGARIA
Phone : +359 2 951 6827 Fax : +359 2 951 6876 tuyapsofia@tuyap.com.tr

TBILISI: 37, Chavchavadze Ave. Tbilisi - GEORGIA
Phone : +99 5322 251-781 Fax : +99 5322 251-149 tuyapgeorgia@tuyap.com.tr

TEHRAN: Meydane Vanak Borje Asemame Vanak Vahede 805 Tehran / IRAN
Phone: +98 21 881 910 17 Fax: +98 21 881 910 16 tuyaptehran@tuyap.com.tr

SKOPE: Majakovski 3/7 1000, Skopje - MACEDONIA
Phone / Fax : +389 2 322 04 69 tuyapskopje@tuyap.com.tr

CAIRO: 8 Street Abu Bakr Alsedek -Off Mohi- Din Abou El Ezz-Dokki - Cairo / EGYPT
Phone: +20 2 333 69 717 Fax: +20 2 333 69 718 tuyapcairo@tuyap.com.tr

Reservation - Detailed Information
0 212 867 14 14 - 0 532 111 08 97
reservation@tuyappalas.com
tuyappalas@tuyappalas.com
www.tuyappalas.com @tuyappalas

Experience the comfort of working and resting at the same place!